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Subscribe to REVERSEinquiries, our structured and market-
linked products-focused newsletter. 

Issuers and financial intermediaries interested in developments
in the structured and market-linked products market can join
our LinkedIn group. 

Sharing our knowledge
We share our insights and analysis of legal and regulatory developments, and our views on a
variety of issues through timely alerts, articles, newsletters, webcasts, client sessions and blogs. mayerbrown.com

EYE ON ESGEYE ON ESG

The Eye on IBOR Transition blog is designed to enable
our global, cross-practice IBOR lawyers to keep you
abreast, in real time, of continuing regulatory and
legislative announcements, trade group tools, and the
status of market transitions.

The blog's global lens covers everything from topical
ISDA developments and the divergence between EU and
UK derivatives regulation post-Brexit, and derivatives
regulatory capital issues, to US and Asia derivative
regulatory developments and implementation of global
margin rules. Visit longandshortblog.com

Our FWP blog provides news and views on securities
regulation and capital formation. Up-to-the-minute
information includes securities law developments and
commentary on developments relating to private
placements, IPOs, and other securities topics. Visit
freewritings.law

Visit Mayer Brown’s illustrated glossary of securities,
derivatives, financial services, and capital markets
terms and phrases. Visit writingonthewall.com

Mayer Brown's structured finance blog provides
updates and analysis on legal and regulatory
developments impacting the structured finance
industry. Visit retainedinterest.com

Mayer Brown’s Capital Markets Tax Quarterly
newsletter provides capital markets-related US federal
tax news and insights.

The Eye on ESG blog provides insights and analysis 
to help navigate the ESG landscape on a global scale. We
cover a range of timely ESG updates and issues, including
regulatory, policy, political and industry-related
developments, as well as judicial developments and case
law.

Mayer Brown’s Tech Talks podcast is
designed to keep you up to date on the
latest trends happening in data, digital,
outsourcing and software. Each
podcast session provides insight on
legal issues relating to technology
transactions and touches on relevant
and timely topics.
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At the Crossroads: CFTC & DOJ
Enforcement is a video series which
discusses a topic at the intersection of
enforcement by the CFTC and the
DOJ. The goal is to help legal and
compliance departments protect their
organizations in an increasingly
rigorous regulatory environment.

A podcast on risk management issues
for financial institutions of all sizes:
Credibly Challenged. The series sets
out to interview a risk management
leader to discuss their best practices for
managing risk and trends in the
industry. Explore how interviewees
built a career in this fast-growing area
and what advice they have for those
starting out.
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